Wednesday evening
March 16, 1945

I was very much surprised today to see a beautiful
field of daisies in the garden. They were just like a
picture in a book. I wish you could have seen them.

In the garden, I found a small picture of a garden.
It showed a flower bed with daisies and dandelions.

Have you ever seen dandelions before? I have
always thought they looked like daisies. However,
I found out today that they are different plants.

I planted a garden last spring. Did you?

What flowers did you plant?

Did you prune and clean
up dead growth and debris?

What have you planted this
spring?

As yet no redeployment
news has been received
here. The discharge point
system will have no effect
on pilot officers. However,
Recessed training courses
are in full swing until
further notice.
With the end of the war in Europe, censorship regulations have been relaxed in the U.K. Just don’t mention anything which might help the G.P.O. I believe that I have heard you mention of what you might want to know already, but now I can tell you of a place I am located in East Anglia, Battleham, Suffolk, ten miles northwest of Stowmarket. I am glad you had a chance to talk to Mr. Lassen and Oley Lassen. They are nice fellows. As yet I have not seen Mr. Anderle.

I write many letters, and you should see them.

Mr. Kendall.

With love.

See you soon.